
 
 
 

NOÉMI GONZÁLEZ AND STEPHEN HUSZAR STAR IN 
‘UNDERCOVER HOLIDAY,’ 

A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING DECEMBER 4, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 
 

Part of the Network’s Annual Countdown to Christmas Programming Event 
 
 STUDIO CITY, CA – November 28, 2022 – Noémi González (“This Fool,” “The Valet”) and 
Stephen Huszar (“Chesapeake Shores,” “Tribal”) star in “Undercover Holiday,” a new, original 
movie premiering Sunday, December 4 (8 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel as part of the 
network’s annual “Countdown to Christmas” programming event. 
 Pop star Jaylen Rodriguez (González) has recently catapulted to stardom and is about to 
headline her first tour, but before she does, she’s going back home for a REAL, traditional 
Rodriguez family Christmas.  However, when she starts receiving concerning fan mail from a 
“secret admirer,” her team insists that she hire round-the-clock security for her trip home.  
Security guards and overzealous fans are everything her family was concerned about when she 
set off to make it in the music business, but this is her new reality, so she relents.  However, not 
wanting to worry her fun, tight-knit family, specifically her beloved abuela (Gabriella Reynoso, 
“Blockbuster”), she pretends her security guard Matt (Huszar), a former Navy SEAL, is her 
boyfriend.  The family is delighted that Jaylen is dating and welcomes him with open arms.  
Meanwhile, Jaylen finds Matt’s presence invasive.  As they do their best to maintain the charade, 
they continually butt heads.  She wants to relive the hometown Christmases of her youth and he 
struggles to protect her in potentially vulnerable situations.  As the holiday progresses, Jaylen 
and Matt begin to soften to each other and bond over their shared secret, as he embraces her 
large, Hispanic family’s wonderful Christmas traditions.  Matt’s protection takes on a whole new 
meaning and the line between bodyguard and boyfriend becomes blurred as their lives are 
changed forever. 

“Undercover Holiday” is from CineFlix Productions.  Jeffery Vanderwal and Sherri Rufh are 
executive producers.  Bradley Walsh directed from a script by Nina Weinman. 
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